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Results of the Grushinskie Readings First Youth Research Conference
in Joint Stock Company P. D. Grushin Machine-Building
Design Bureau “Fakel”
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Grushinskie Readings First Youth Research
Conference took place on 18 January 2017
in Joint Stock Company P. D. Grushin Machine-Building Design Bureau “Fakel” (JSC
MKB “Fakel”). The Conference was dedicated
to the birthday of Petr Grushin, founder of the
enterprise, an outstanding designer and deve
loper of anti-aircraft weapons (Fig. 1).
The conference objective was to provide
a platform for experts to extensively test new
comprehensive and engineering developments
studied and implemented by young specialists
at the enterprise under the program of the enterprise’s research and technology upgrade being
carried out.
The developments related to anti-aircraft
missile building cover:
• the study of existing physical pheno
mena which have not affected serviceability of
previous generations equipment because of quite
limited combat potential and engineering solutions being not that advanced as modern deve
lopments;
• implementation of efficient design approaches: foremost, model-oriented design technologies, as well as in-depth engineering analysis
of proposed structures using not full-scale methods,
but mathematical calculations;

• the study of new technologies and their
implementation into process. Mostly it relates to
additive technologies, virtual reality, end-to-end
automation of design processes, pre-production
and product output.
Over the last few years, the enterprise has
been adopting the targeted policy on:
• involvement of young specialists into
developments – graduates of leading higher
educational institutions of the country with the
required language proficiency and background
in designing special military means;
• updating and implementation of contemporary mathematical tools for modelling and
creation of multi-purpose stands for land-based
semi-realistic assessment of proposed solutions
based on new technical tools and technologies;
• starting collaborations with leading research organizations of the country with regard
to additive technologies, as well as tools for design, production of anti-aircraft weapons and
their components.
In general, the enterprise’s efforts allowed
significant refreshment of the engineering staff
and technological upgrade for creation and
manufacture of new equipment. Tools conside
rably improving efficiency of weapon design
and production processes were implemented

Fig. 1. Conference plenary meeting
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and mastered. Of particular interest are the developments related to model-oriented design of
weapon complex systems, research of strong
electromagnetic fields impact on performance of
on-board electronics of surface-to-air missiles,
new solutions for pre-production and fabrication
of components of the manufactured products.
To further prompt the efforts from an organisational point of view, as well as for technical expert assessment of the available results,
Young Specialists Council and Personnel Department proposed to arrange the Grushinskie
Readings Research Conference in JSC MKB
“Fakel”, so that young specialists could present
their own developments, try and test them.
The conference covered discussions of innovative solutions relevant for the enterprise and
related to comprehensive and applied issues in the
following disciplines: Design and Engineering,
Ground Training and Flight Testing, Information
and Computer Technologies, Computer Model
ling Tools in Design. In total, more than 70 people
participated in the event and 19 young specialists
presented their reports in these research areas.
It should be noted that the conference was at a
high organisational and academic level thanks to
expertise, personal interest and responsibility of
each participant.
Distinctively, all the researches presented
at the conference were fully focused on practical
solutions for the relevant issues of development
and production of anti-aircraft weapons with
advanced combat capabilities and strong technical performance. This facilitated establishing
new research areas within the enterprise, which
had not been elaborated there previously.
Thus, improper operation of on-board missile equipment during a series of full-scale tests
necessitated the study of static electric charges
accumulated on a body during a flight, as well
as the assessment of their impact on equipment
operation. V. Yu. Antipov, Team Lead, V. V. Kashevar, 1st Category Electric Fitter, P. S. Rychikhin, Lead Engineer, presented the relevant

tests and estimations at the Conference. They not
only studied the reasons of charges occurring,
including the required quantitative assessments,
but also identified their impact on the on-board
equipment operability. Moreover, they proposed
and implemented solutions that ensured normal
equipment operation during the whole period of
missile homing on a target. The corresponding
confirmation was obtained during special fullscale launches of missiles.
M. V. Pshenisnov, 1st Category Design Engineer and V. I. Starshinov, 3rd Category Design
Engineer, presented problems of loss of tightness
in missile compartments and their possible solutions.They proposed new production technology
for compartment bodies using CNC machines
with 3D technology of program writing for relevant blanks processing. They showed sales possibilities and advantages of the proposed solutions by quantitative engineering and economic
assessments.
M. P. Potapenko, Design Engineer, and
E. S. Antonov, Software Engineer, presented
solutions on obtaining on-board telemetry measu
rements during combat missile firing. These developments are at an implementation level and
have passed full-scale tests. Thus, it is possible
to measure and record operation parameters of
the on-board equipment not only for telemetry,
but also for combat missiles.
Works on creating targets for full-scale
tests of anti-aircraft weapons indicated new
directions for the enterprise. To simulate trajectories similar to a flight of aerospace targets of potential enemy, the target should be
controlled within the whole flight trajectory.
A. S. Ermolaev, Lead Software Engineer, presented a proposed solution to this issue. The rele
vant calculations and assessment of parameters
of the proposed structure were done using a finite element method in the media of up-to-date
special-purpose software.
The issues of refining algorithms for joint
operation of the on-board equipment components
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and practical elaboration of new anti-aircraft
weapons for aerospace defence of the country,
laid the foundation for expanding and updating
laboratory and stand equipment, reduced time
and costs required for design of new products.
The presented reports were tested by the enterprise’s specialists and the following were acknowledged as the best (Fig. 2):
• report of A. S. Ermolaev, Lead Software
Engineer, area: Design and Engineering;
• report of V. Yu. Antipov, Team Lead, and
V. V. Kashevar, Electric Fitter, area: Ground
Training and Flight Testing;
• report of I. A. Ivanov, 2nd Category Software Engineer, area: Information and Computer
Technologies, Computer Modelling Tools in
Design.
Conference Contest Committee, which included 3 doctors and 4 candidates of engineering
sciences, assessed the young designers’ reports
using the following main criteria: scientific
novelty, practical application, presentation.
The reports presented at the conference are
to be published in the booklet following the First
Youth Research Conference, which should be in
open access for the staff of “Almaz – Antey” Air
and Space Defence Corporation’s enterprises.

using semi-realistic modelling are of especially
high relevance for the enterprise. Modelling
stands under creation should properly and fully
reproduce equipment operation under real conditions of surface-to-air missiles homing to targets. There is a significant progress in this area
following implementation of the PXI multifunctional modular platform into the developments.
The platform has integrated special super-high
frequency units of real short-range radio systems.
E. G. Tokarev, Team Lead, and A. A. Antonov,
Electric Fitter, presented works on creating such
stands at the conference.
I. A. Ivanov, 2nd Category Software Engineer, presented the technology, advantages and
efficiency of model-oriented design in modern
calculation instrumentation media, as well as
visual programming. This technology is implemented in the enterprise to create mathematical complexes used to refine algorithms of missile guiding, assess stabilization loop dynamic
characteristics, as well as solve design system
tasks. It allows significant reduction of time for
required assessments, modelling and relevant
calculations.
The work of young specialists had significant
impact on promotion of enterprise’s theoretical
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Fig. 2. V. V. Doronin, Director General of JSC MKB “Fakel”, awards winners:
а – A. S. Ermolaev; b – V. Yu. Antipov; c – V. V. Kashevar
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The event participants and organisers share an
opinion that this first research conference can
be considered successful. It is proposed to hold
this conference annually, extend its topic scope
and invite staff of all leading enterprises of the
Corporation to actively participate in it. It is supposed to facilitate the following:
1) improvement of researches in JSC MKB
“Fakel”, establishment and extended implementation of an updated anti-aircraft weapon deve
lopment procedure into production processes,
with such procedure covering the latest technological innovations related to virtual reality,
mathematical methods of designing complex

technical tools and weapon systems, improvement of processes of design automation, pre-production and output of special-purpose products;
2) combining research potential of the Corporation’s enterprises, spreading best practices
within the Corporation, developing single metho
dology of the anti-aircraft weapon life cycle,
creating economically efficient production;
3) better use of computational resources of
the Corporation and its subsidiaries, including
super-computers, which is essential and sufficient to create highly efficient aerospace defence
systems and stay among the leaders on the world
arms markets.
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